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Neila
Hello my name is Elvan ,I am 15
years old and this year we are
My nickname is Walid 14 years
working in groups I was in the
old. My future job is
group with dzenan by Walid and
accountingMy favorite activity is
tayron we worked our
playing games andmy favorite
communication in English I was
expression is cheh.This year is
not very good at work this year is
specific because we wear the
special because there was a
masks and we have the examt and
lockdown and I am in 3rd the
we choose our orientation
COVID at cthe high school is
really bad because we always
have to stay in the same
classroom during breaks we are
separated we put masks everyday

My favorite activity
is eating

LARISA
MY FAVORITE ACTIVITY IS SLEEPING

My nickname is lolita

I DON'T HAVE A NICKNAME
I like Harry Potter
My plans for the
future is criminal
lawyer

I LIKE HARRY POTTER
MY PLANS FOR THE FUTURE IS POLICE OFFICER

My name is Enzo , I am 14
years old
I love playing video games ,
like eating
My plans for the future is
computer scientist
This year is special because
we have the mask
I don't have a favorite
expression
To finish I don't have a
nickname.
Hi my name is denis I'm 15 my passion is football my best memories are when we
went out in the mountains.

My nickname is Dzenko I'm 14 years old
My future job is mecanic
My favorite activity is playing videos games
My favorite expression is I like cut
I hate wear masks but the lockdown was cool

MY NICKMANE IS MR AMERICAN IM
15 YEARS OLD
MY FAVORITE JOB IS ARCHITECT
MY FAVORITE ACTIVITY IS
PLAYING VIDEOS GAMES
MY FAVORITE EXPRESSION IS
WESH
I HATE MASKS AND WEARING
MASKS

Hello I will introduce you to Jean macé middle school
It is located in
France precisely in Alsace in Mulhouse
there are
42 study rooms and three spaces for break times in the courtyard.
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